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who itwill beand inwhat unspcaka- college students, They have him
bly barbaric manner the sacrifice pinneddownonlhesacrificiallhing,
will be conducted is a matter of but he denied it, which is typical.
conjecture. But with the escape of "They have every right to buy
a designated "bride of Satan" eight land. up here," Alexander contin-
weeks ago, Boise poliee say they ued, "but we have to look forward
have some of thebcst leads in more to some problems. We're very
than four years into underground concerned about it from a law en-
satanic activities. forcement standpoint."
According to recognized oc- • According to Downey,
cult expert Rusty Downey of the Mountain Home school officials
Boise Information Outreach Net- have been harassed by satanists.
work, occult activities and occult Oneteacher'scarwassmearedwilh
crime arc a burgeoning phenome- blood this year.
non in southern Idaho, with con- • Downey said she has heard
firmed cases of infant sacrifice reports offour cases ofinfant sacri-
emanating from sleepy burgs like fice in Payette, Twin Falls and
Burley, Payette and Mountain Pocatello.
Home. • Downey reports an epidemic
Reports of satanist activities of interest and participation in sa-
range from ritualistic abuse tore- tanic activities by Boise teenagers,
venge crimes against property and such as displaying pentagrams
person, to suicide in the name of drawn on fingers. She said typical
It's a schizoid and abstract Satan, to murder and cannibalism teen activlties such as heavy metal
world of rumor, innuendo and se- ceremonies sacrificing human life concerts, wearing bizarre Tvshins
crecy-official denial cflnvestiga- to "Lucifer." and oven 'displaying satanic sym-
'lions and individual confirmation The following reports retlect , boIs and slogans arc often miscon-
, of savage abuse and stark terror. the apparent rise, in satl1Jlicacti,vi~ strued as evidence of occult actlv-
Following the trail is an exercise in tics in Idallo: ,- . 'ity,'but wilms thatparcnts should be
frustration, agonizing self-exami- , • Ketchum was rocked last vigilant.
nation, 'a brutal lesson in control- week wilh reports that Anton LaVey, "The point is, when docs that
ling rage and dealing with a perva- founder of the Church of Satan and end and the slide into serious sa-
sive sense of helplessness. author of the Satanic Bible has tanic activity begin," she said.
The hottest leads grow purchased land thereforahome for "When you dabble inlhe spirit
strangely cold in just hours. "Talk, a compound. Despite conflicting world, you could losccontrol, There
to the man, Jack ". it went over reports and official denials of a is no guarantee."
there, maybe the guy behind the tree police investigation and According to Alexander, "TIle
knows '" it's over here, no maybe surveillance, The University News occult and satanic thing is really
there ". a world of smoke and mir- has learned that Blaine County private. Most teenagers get into it
rors. II's parallel sleuthing-s-the churches. are maintaining weekly for the nudity and the music."
cops wan/to know what their own prayer vigils against LaVey. Suicide is seen by many
detectives know. Applied episte- "We're dealing with a very teens as the ultimate sacrifice for
molo gy .thinking you know how you touchy subject," said Ketchum City Satan: according to Downey. "It
knowwhatyouknow.thenbelngleft Detective Jeff Alexander, who is could beaprime motivatorformany
'in that cold, biller, dark night with- Police Officer Service Training of the 6,500 teens who succeed in
0111 even a stitch of faith inhuman (POST)-certified in occult crime. taking their young lives each year,"
nature ... "When you arc dealing with' she said.
churches, it becomes a very touchy, • Downey said there is a black
Idaho law enforcement emotional subject. Whenever you market for human skulls. A skull
authorities, occult experts and ex- arc dealing with satanic organiza- with a full set' of teeth can fetch as
satanists are reasonably sure of one tions.you are going to have prob- much as $300, She also said seri-
thing this week: there will be a lems. Most people look at Anton ous satanists use candles made from '
humansacrificesomewhereinIdaho LaVey as a headline grabber, who 0
.on Halloween. Where it will be, got a lot of press coverage wilh see ccult, back JXI.ge
Board moves closer to mandatory bike r~gulation
.~.',V,sataniC
, ·cult rituals
revealed
Boise State University
An unidentified gorJlla hugs a child at the BoiseCity Zoo's
'Boo at !he Zoo' e\(ent held Saturday attemoon
by Rick Overton
The UniversitY News
Witches
or Goddesses?
Volume X Issue Nine
Occult activities on rise in Idaho
Editor's Note: University
News reporter La"y Purviance
spent the past two weeks research-
ing satanic activity in the Boise
area. What started out as an as-
, signment for a Halloween-type
story turned into a frightening
excursion into the violence and
horror experienced by Boise area
people who have been involved with
satanism,eitherascultparticipants
or as law enforcement officers and
crisis intervention personnel. This
.accaunt and. Purviance's inter-
views on page three are perhaps
more disturbing than any Hallow-
een gothtc tale 'or speciiJleffects
horror movie invented/or amuse-
ment,
by Larry Purvlonce
The University News,
turns, announce their presence be-
fore passing on lhe left, and dis-
mount in lhe' core area of lhe cam-
pus or whenever traffic is con-
gested.
Seibolt also distributed copies
of regulations at other campuses.
Many large campuses, including lhe
University of Oregon and Univer-
sity. of Colorado, have dismount
zones where bikers must get off
their bikes. The University of Cali- ,
fornia at Santa Barbara has con-
structed special "bikeways" and
prohibited bicycles from traveling
on "walkways."
There was some disagreement
on lhe board as to how effective
lhose regulations would be at BSU.
Gene McGinnis, director of lhe
Physical Plant, said lhe existing
'sidewalks would have to be wid-
ened spbSlantially to aecommodate
the necessary width for bike lanes.
The only board member to vote
against lhe dismounl/right-of"way
proposal was ASBSU PreSident Pat
Reilly. Reilly said the rules vio-
lated lhe spirit of Senate Resolution
#2, agrees wilh "lhe need for a pol-
icy regarding bicycles on campus"
but warns lhat it "should in no way
discourage lhe use of bicycles as
transportation to and from campus."
ing all student bicycles. Seibolt
said, "The sheriff is greatly in favor
of having all bikes registered."
Stilsworth added lha't a program
could be implemented for as little as
$2 per bicycle. .
"It's a benefit for lhe student if
there is a lheft," board member Gail
Maloney said.!' Slitsworth re-
sponded by sayinglhat, although
lhecampus isa favorite playground
for bike lhieves, only six ha'/e actu-
ally been reported stolen lhi,s sc-
mester. '
ASBSU Sen Karen Scheffer
said she had l:ieenworking wilh the
Ada County Sheriffs office to
develop a bike registration day for
studenls sometime in lhe sprmg.
The board decided to develop a
mandatory registration system to be
finalized ata later meeting. Eddins
and Burke werelheonly board
members opposing,lhe decision.
Reilly said lhatsome of lhe
regulations proposed would not only
discourage bike travel, but would
be unsafe. Signaling at some inter-
sections, when conditions were
crowded, would mean taking one
handofflhe handlebars which could
result in an accident, he said.
The dismount/right-of-way
recommendations will be voted on
at lhe next meeting. The board also
discussed the development of a
comprehensive system forre~ister-
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Now after you put in an And with your own usc, you'll never
....._~_._........._.'..., P, all-nighter, your have to trek over and line up disk in hand at
_. _' W?n,\: homework won't ihe computer lab or the copy store.
come out looking the way you do. So if experience has taught you that
Not once you get Apple's'personal Laser- neatness does count, we suggest you check
Writer' out of the box: the LaserWriter fisc. outthe affordable L1SelWriterllsc.The neat-
Having one can makeyour work look est way ever devised to put out your output.
crisp, dear, and tastefully togetl1er..Even . '-
on those mornings when you roll into class OJ
crumpled, gl3S.))'-eyed,and dry of mouth. .The power to be your best'
(c:) fC)1i1i tWi/e (.rllllf!IIM: file 'Wi/I', fbet¥yife lilf-,vJIIlId La'if.'T'lr?ifer (/IJ! rf'j;isfemlfmdm/{/r!.." o/mltl 'Ibe !}(N/l'T'fo /)(')OIIr br..'"i/'isa tradanarl: lI/iV¥J!e COJll/Jllfcr,fIlC
The ..
COffil1uterStore413 South 8tll St.Boise, Id 83704
(208) 344-5472
The Neanderthals:
A New Look at an Old Face
Anthropologists crawl around on their hands and knees.
sifting through piles of rubble. slate. and bedrock looking for
. bits mid piec~s of ancienthuman bone. After collecting hun-
.dreds ·of bone fragments, some barely larger than .small reeks
or pebbles; these scientists make broad, sweeping assertions
about how this, thator the other part of human anatomy
looked one, two, or three million years ago. Understandably,
considering the amount of evidence that they have to work
with, anthropologists occasionally make mistakes, In the case
of Neanderthal man, they made a doozy. For. unlike the com-
mon representation. Neanderthal man was not a beetle-
brewed, hunch-backed, knuckle-dragging,' muscic'-bound
savageat all. In fact, if recent findings prove correct, he
more closely resembles a broad-foreheaded, Iong-armed,
buff mental midget like those found in to days weight rooms.
Granted, it's not a heck of an improvement but it's one that
warrants further discussion and research.
Above: A Neanderthal skull. NoticQ tho
largo cranial capacity and massive jaws.
At one time, before the theory of gravity existed, it was
thought the earlh (being flat as a pancake) was supported in
mid-air on the shouiders of a giant. who in tum stood squarely
on-you guessed it-· the back of a tremendous tortoise.
The,point being, human progress is based on scientists righting
the JIltcllectual wrongs of the past. In which case, today's
anthropologists have their work cut out for them. For, as scien-
tist Jim Avery recentl stated itlthe Weeklv NationaIStar,"Our
,tganic Chumisrry 101-
Professor E. Smith
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Horrors of satanist
activities related by
former cult member
knife, then she took my hand on
hers over-the knife and we plunged
it into the little girl's chest. She
didn'tscream,shewasjustdead. It
was just over. Then the woman
stuck her hand into the chest cavity,
she had a scoop of blood and guts
.and rubbed it into my face, then told
me I was special and that is why I
was alive."
Hobbes spent years suffering
from nightmares and withdrew to
the point where he was diagnosed
asretarded. But when he was 12,he
started reading books on witchcraft,
believing it was "the answer to the
power within him."
"Because I couldn't read very
well, I carne across a prayer unto
Satan, and I believed that somehow
that was what I needed. Each night
for a month, I asked him to come be
a part of me, giving me all power in
his name just like the book said."
Hobbes said he was finally
possessed by two spirit guides
named "John" and "Andrew," who
told him they were there to teach
him how to use witchcraft and grow
in power.
He said he experienced a
marked change in personality, be-
coming an aggressive, outgoing
person who was able to make up
more than nine years of school
deficiency in only one year. Hob-
bes said he sacrificed "many a family
by Lorry Purviance
The University News
Glenn llobbes, Nampa, is an
anti-occult activist who speaks to
church and youth groups about the
dangers of satanism and witchcraft.
In an interviewwltli UniversityNews
reporter Larry Purviance, lIobbes
spoke candidly about his expert-
ences with satanic worshipers.
Glenn Hobbes was a little boy
when he was involuntarily inducted
into Satanism by his grandfather-
predestined for a career as a. high
. priest.
He said his grandfather "be-
qucathcd his powers" all him when
he was only six .. According to
Hobbes, the effects of his
grandfather's simple prayer were
not visible for a year, when hebegan
to notice attention from adults he
had never met.
"There were older people who
went out of their way to be friends,"
Hobbes said. "It was like I was
_wanted and taken care of by people
I didn't even know."
He said he and a girl his age
were drugged and taken to a house
where a series of initiation rites took
place over a period of a month.
"It was really dark, and there
was a pentagram drawn on the
floor," he said. "Me and this little
girl were both nude in the center of
the pentagram, and the adults were .--,---.....- .....--. r ..............--...-. r-l '11!111
going around chanting and hum-
ming things to Satan.'
Hobbes saidagoat was brought
into the room and that he and the girl
were forced to do "sexual things
with itin the name of Satan." The
goat's throat was slit and the blood
was allowed to run over them.
"This went on every week for a
month," Hobbes said. "They told
me they would kill my sisters if I
said anything. They told me the
drugs were a bomb, and I'd ex-
plode." .
Hobbes said he was repeatedly
sodomized on an altar, and that he
can still vividly recall the cries .of
babies being killed in another room.
And he remembers the final Hal-
loween ceremony where the girl's
life ended.
"I was nude and there was a lot'
of chanting, as always. They
brought me into the pentagram, and
there was blood just flowing every-
where from goats. They were talk-
ing abouta bride of Satan. They had
me drink a mixture of blood and
urine, and then I saw the little girl.
She looked terrible, she was trem-
bling and very dirty and looked like
shewas starving."
Hobbes said he was "commit-
ted to Satan," then sexually mo-
lested on the altar.
"All the people surrounded the .
little girl, she was screaming," he
said. "They brought herto the altar,
her wrists had been slit and the
bottoms of her feet had been cut
open. .They laid her on the altar, .
then tied her down. }>coplewere
putting cups where the blood was .
coming out, and drinking it. Itwas
like a bad movie. The woman was
, making crosses in the air with the
~urvJvorsof the nuclear blast at Hiroshima spoke In favor of abolishing all nuclear weapons at the
Oct 22 INELprotest rally sponsored by the Snake RiverAlliance.
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G'ee,Grandma --~Whythe big hat?
Avoiding an attack on bikes
Boise State is racing headlong into unknown territory-
the regulation of bicycle travel and bike parking (see related
story, page 1). Fortunately, very few people have any idea
what is to be done, so over-regulation shouldn't be a problem.
. The Parking Control Advisory Board (PCAB), usually the
scene of showdowns over what time the ticket-writers stop
patrolling or who gets which gold-plated, lifetime reserved
spot, has been asked to tackle the problem. As such, we should
expect the solution to have something to do with permits and
tickets and towing and other playful forms of repression: .
The solution, however, should rely more on information
than policy. The message that the PCAB sends out shouldn't
be we want to regulate you. Instead, the message should be,
shape up so we don't have to regulate you. Admittedly, a
policy that's toothless when it comes to enforcement won't
stop everybody from being irresponsible, but it would shape
up 'enough that the problem will nearly go away.
Providing more racks, in fact, a notable excess of racks,
will make more people comfortable parking their bikes there.
Some racks, such as at the Business Building, get so crowded
that bikes get damaged or dangerously intertwined. BSU may
also look into a different design. The racks that are now used
put incredible tension on the wheel which is locked up. A bike
with a high center of. gravity will often fall over if brushed
against, placing more strain on the wheel and spokes. Racks
_ are available which utilize the frame or handlebars, rather than by Peggy Guiles
the wheel. The University News
Dangerous bike traffic can be reduced in several ways.h bik A Docs Halloween conjure upFirst, identify the campus entrances t at I es use most. t imagesof ghoulies, ghosties, long-
those points place prominent signs telling the biker that foot legged beasties, and things that go
traffic always has the right of way on the sidewalks, and that bump in the night? If so, you can
they may be asked to slow down or get off their bikes at some thank our Christian forefathers for
points. At troublesome intersections or along narrow side- their tireless persecution of the
walks, post signs that ask riders to dismount, and paint similar Goddcssreligionthatpre-datesthem
messages on the sidewalks. by many thousandsof years.
The PCAB' s rhetoric about a mandatory registration The fact that Halloween con-
program sounds nice until you consider the possibility of an tinues to exist.at all attests to the
academic hold or administrative withdrawal because some- power of the pagan belief system.
one didn't want a number stuck to his bike. Granted, registra- Since.paganismreveres the natural
tion is for the rider's own good, but it should be a matter of cyctcsoftifc anddrawspowerfrom
choice. It would be wise to rnove forward with a well publi- natureitself,ithasprovenextrcmelyresistant to conversion or cradica-
cized "registration day" such as the one outlined by ASBSy lion. -Aftertwo thousand years of
Sen. Karen Scheffer. religious repression, expressed
The bottom line in a successful program to tackle parking, throughviolenceand trivialization,
, traffic and registration is P.R. It won't be enough to bury this. Halloween survives with symbols
stuff in the handbook with amyriadof other perfectly sensible intact, althoughgenerallyreversed
campus policies. The way to tell people about bikes is with a and misinterpreted.
simple, readable information sheet handed out with pre- The major Halloween image
. registration materials that would speak to the obligations of requiring reinterpretationistheugly,
both rider and walker. Get it in their hands and their hearts and creepy, scary old hag-the witch.
minds will follow. The word "hag" originallymeant
holywoman,and Hagwasa titleof
honorandrespeet. Similarly,witch
comes from"wicca,' whichmeans
wise, woman as well as shape-
changeraridreferstothethree shapes
of woman: maiden, mother and
crone. Pagans honor the three as-
This newspaper has already endorsed the idea of a com- pects of female life as manifesta-
prehensive, university-wide recycling program. Many offices tionsofthe"goddess." Themaiden
on campus are already recycling their waste paper through is the youngbeautifulwomanwho
American Recycling, which provides containers for disposal lives independently; the mother isthe nurturer, fertile and creative;
and comes by once a month to take out the trash. These offices ' andthecronesarc theoldwomenof
recycle: thevillage.richwith thewisdomof
ASBSU experience. The villagers attrib-
Boise Future Foundation uted supernatural powers to the
Budget Office crone because she kept her sacred
woman's blood inside her body
Cashier's Office without creatinglife.
Financial Aid . Thewordshag,croneandwiteh
Graduate College haveall developednegativeconno-
Institutional Research Center tationsovertimebccausemenfeared
Payroll themysteriesofcreationthatwomen
. possessed. The cauldron, which
- Registrar remainsas part of the stereotypical
Visitor's Center syinbol of the witch today, origi-
If you work in or frequent an office or department that is nally depicted the womb and its
not listed above, ask why. Noticeably missing are several powerof transformation.Thecaul-
computer labs, President Keiser's office, the residence hall dron contained the witch's brew
system, The University News ... wait, The University News? that~:t~~~e~ur society views
... we'll get right on that. witchesreflectsourWC8temEuro-
For more information contact Curtis Hamilton at 375- pcan historical perspective. AI-
3225. For that matter, call any recycling outlet. ' thoughwitchesexistineveryknown
One more time on recycling
.....~.
NEW BREEZE IN WASHINGTON
culture, they haveonly beenperse-
cuted, denigratedand in fact, mur-
dered in our own. Estimatesof the.
number of witches burned during
the "Age of Reason" range from
three to 11million. This holocaust
againstwomeneffectivelyremoved
any competition for doctors from
midwives; it effectively destroyed
the decimation of birth control in-
formation;anditeffeetivelysilenced
any,womenwho chose to live inde-
pendently or who dared challenge
the system., . '
"The way our society views
witches reflects our Western
European historical perspec-
tive." ,
Even in our own "Age of Rea-
son," strong, independent women
whochoose to live outside the sys-
tem arc viewed with suspicion.
Cultural misinterpretation of
witchesconfusesthenature-regard-
ing, life-affirmingbelief systemof
paganismwiththatludeo-Christian
construct,Satanism.Witehesdon't
believe in Satan; Christians do.
Sincewitchesviewdeathas a natu-
ral part of the lifecycle, burningin
hell for eternity is alien to their
belief system. In fact, the whole
linear mindset which encoumges
the developmentof a simplisticei-
ther/or, us/themdichotomycomes
from a completelydifferent world
view. Pagans visualize-life as a
. .
< •• , .. ~~ .... _._~ __ ·,~~,n~",..,'.·~,,,,,...,,,,_,,,.,.·,,,.' ...._ ...,......; ...,,~.'"''';''';:'.''~.:'.'''~1!''''!'''.'''~'''';';''"'~''''1'''''J.~g~,.",-,,,-,,!,,,,:,,:·,...'\_...,.,...·~..••,.,~'•.,.,..K~
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circle rather than a straight line.
Thisenablesthemtoviewgoodand
evil aspartof a largersystemrather
than two extremes. .
This cyclicalview of nature is
apparentinthepagan"Wheelof the
Year" which they celebrate rather
thanalinearyearwhichhasabegin-
ning and an end. Halloween-All
Hallowed Evening-is the High
Holy Holiday for witches and pa-
gans. It is a celebrationof thenatu-,
ral cycle of life and an honoringof
theprocessofdeath. Sincewitches
don't believein satanand hell, they
don't fear-death, 'with its scary
Halloweensymbolsofskeletonsand
ghosts,andthereforetheycanhonor
death and celebrate its place in the
organic' cycle of life.
In theGreektradition, Hallow-
eenmarksthe returnofPersephone
to the underworld where she lives
withHades. Persephone's returnto
of:: Hades reminds us to celebrate the
'- abundance of the harvest season
even as we prepare for the fallow
period of a long hard winter. We
need this restingphase whennoth-
, inggrowssowecanpreparefor life
to renew itself in the spring.. This
view of death as a necessary step
leading to rebirth or resurrection
should be familiar to Christians,
The Halloween' tradition of
begging for handouts fromdoor to
door has changed over time also.
While- today's children beg for
candy, in early times it was the
homeless people and old women
who dependedon thegenerosityof
neighbors sharing their harvest
ahundance in order to survive the
winter. What startedas ~ood dis-
tribution process that en ured the
survivalof the community'[ rough
thehardshipsofwinterhasc angcd
its shapeintoanexcuseforchlldren
to beg for candy.
While we can still thinkabout
ghoulies and ghosties on Hallow-"
een, I hopewe can sec themas part
of thelifeprocessrather thansome-
thing to be feared. Whenwe hand
out candy to theneighborchildren,
maybeViecan also shareour abun-
dance with needy people in our
neighborhoodandour community.
And the next time we sec a hag,
crone,or witch,let us honorher for
the manifestationof the "goddess"
that she is.
The University News
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u.s. obligated to help
oust Noriega 'regime
by Dr.Willard M. Overgaard tional disputes; and that ships are
Special to The University News not effectively barred by excessive
----,-------- ' tolls imposed by the other party.
ThefonnulationofU.S.policy American interests in Panama
toward Panama must necessarily relative to the issue ofthe said in-
embrace alternative courses of ac- volvement of Noriega in narcotic
tion which can be effectively im- drugs traffic can also be juridically
plemented relative to two incscapa- asserted through the prisms of sev-
bly evident concerns: the fulfill- eral commonly applied principles
ment of the terms of the two interre- of criminal jurisdiction in intema-
lated treaties of Sept 7, 1977, the tional law: the universalityprin-
Panama Canal Treaty (which ex- ciple, through which jurisdiction
pires Dec. 31, 1999) and theTreaty may be determined by reference to
Concerning the PennanentNeutral- the custody of the person commit-
ity and Operation of. the Panama ting the offense; the protective prin-
Cana! (which is of ')>ennanent" ciple, through which jurisdiction
duration); the alleged involvement may be determined by reference to
of Noriega (the "power" behind the the national interests injured by the
government of Panama) in narcotic offense; the passive personality
drugs traffic into the United States. principle, through which jurisdic-
The United States' interest in tion may be detennincd by refer-
the fulfillment of the tenns of the ence to the nationality or national
character of the person injured by
the offense.
Given the classification of I
nareoticdrugstrafticasacommonly
idcntified t'universal crime against
humanity," a legal postulate to
which the civilized nation-states
predominantly subscribe, the mini-
mal expectation is the cooperation
dual treaties with Panama is self- of the Panamanian government in
evident. These treaties require ac- taking effective action to prohibit
tive cooperation and participation the drug traffic, ineluding prosecu-
of both parties. The Panama Canal tion of Panamanians involved in the
Treaty establishes the arrangements traffic of drugs. Failure of Panama
for operating and defending the to do so leaves open the door for
Canal until the year 2000. The actions by other nation-states, in-
United States is to retain primary eluding the United States, justitia-
responsibility for canal operations blyapplied through the protective
and defense until then through the and passive personality principles
U.S. government agency, the Pan- .indicated supra.
ama Canal Commission, but with The occurrence of the "Nori-
increasing Panamanian participa- ega Affair" subsequent to the Pan-
tion. Attention must be given to the' ama Canal treaties of 1977 docs
fact that in 1990 the role of canal necessarily oblige the United States
administrator (chief executive offi- to consider policy measures protec-
cer) of the commission is scheduled tive of American interests and
to be a Panamanian. This appoint-
ment offers the Noriega "govern-
ment" of Panama greater influence
in directing-canal activities, coop-
eratively ornot. '
The Treaty concerning the
Permanent Neutrality and Opera-
tion of the Panama Canal estab-
lishes the mutual responsibility of
the United States and Panama to
ensure that the canal remains neu-
trally open and.secure as an interna-
tional waterway "to peaceful transit also international interests, which
by the vessels of all nationsort tenns maybe said to be at least coinciden-
of entire equality." Each·oftI,etwo , talrelativetoboththePanamaCanal
parties, the United States and Pan- treaties and the narcotic drugs traf-
ama, shall have discretion to,take fico The postulateof"non~interfer-
whatever action is deemed neces- ence in the internal affairs of l!
sary to defend the canal against any sovereign state" cannoi be accepted
thrcat to the penn anent .regime of as a rigidly international nonnative
neutrality. Consequently, the Unitcil shield by or for Panama. There can
States has not only an interest but be no allowable sanctuary for those
also a responsibility for appropriate whose actions aredircc,tlydetrimen-
courses of action to ensure the fol-'· tal .to the legitimate interests of
lowing: that the canal systemisnot others. By its own at;tions, the
made physically.unusable by saba-present government. of Panama,
tage or by inexpert operation; that installe? and ma!ntained forcibly
ships passing lhrough the canal arc by Nonega and hiS supporters, has
safe from atfuck; that ships arc not declared itselfan outlaw in interna.-
barred from entering by arbitrary or tional society, promising through
discriminatoIy policies or by in- its actions a "re~ion~f the earth only
volvement of the canal in intema- the meek will mhent and deserve.
" ... in 1990 the role of canal
administrator (chief executive
officer) is scheduled to be a
Panamanian. "
"There ~an be no allow-
able sanctuary for those
whose" actions are directly
detrimental to the legitimate
interests of others."
Staying out of the kitchen
Noriega's drug dealings may make take-all proposition a little squeam-
him an anathema to American sen- ishness about finishing a fight can
sibilities, the idea of tuming him be fatal. (Look at what happened to
Mary McGrory sounded angry over to American justice is not Michael Dukakis.)
in last week's Washington Post popular in Latin America. This In Latin America this is espe-
-National Weekly Edition. Why, she might be especially true in a nation cially true, South of Mexico the
asked, were we absolutely paralyzed like Panama that docs not even print violent and bloody coup or revolu-
whiletha'Panamanianpeople'theld its own money. tion often seems a more normal
Manuel Noriega captive during the McGrory's voice joins a large mechanism for changing political
recent coup attempt there? Her chorus crying about' "what went power than elections, and the life
answer: the Bush administration wrong" in Panama. Thecoupsurvi- expectancy of the losers is zero if
lacks apolicy on Panama, as well as thewinners can catch up with them,
Poland (for alliteration's sake, I Moises Giroldi's widow can testify
suppose) and Cambodia, or any " ... the idea of turning to that
other place or issue you might think . Ideally, I suppose, Giroldi could
of. Leadership has fled Washing- Noriega over to American have turned Noriega over to the
ton, she says" Bush has lost the justice is not popular in Latin U.S. Southern Command in Pan-
"vision thing," and the world, or at America." ama and let us try him under the
least America's place in it, is headed Miami indictments while he "re-
toward hell in a handcart stored" .democracy, freedom and
She contends that an "En tebbe- vors put the blame on the United happiness in Pana'W!. At the risk of
type raid," literally kidnapping the States, citing broken promisesof air sounding trite, we do not live in an
slimy dictator away from his pro- cover over strategic airports and ideal world. The idea of letting
Lectors and enemies alike, would roadblocks at important intersec- Noriega Iiveon after a coup sounds
havesavedtheworldbygivingBush lions. The Wall Street Journal has humane and considerate, but it is
a "much-needed victory in his war even charged that the CIA may have ludicrous considering the situation.
on drugs, [and] puuing us, for once, warned Noriega of the impending 'American intervention could not
on the right side of a central Ameri- attack. This scapegoating might guarantee success; as Mrs. Giroldi
can. political quarrel: Noriega is sound plausible, but it ignores a claims, nor do I sec any real evi-
universally detested." fundamental flaw in the rebels' dence that "no Panamanian soldier
.Aside from the obvious stupid- actions: They did not shoot him would give uphis life for Noriega."
ity of,thilt remark, (if the "disgust- when they had the chance. "The privileges and .perks of the
ing dictator" is so universally de- ladmitthissoundsruthlessand Panama Defense Forces areconsid-
tested, who rescued' him during the lawless, but Noriega's opposition erable, and most of the officers are
coupt) the same newspaper points in Panama must take a hard look at implicated in Noriega's misrule.
out that the likelihood of success in - '. Giroldi' s reluctanccto rid the world "
such a yenture was not great. The . of the dictator may have beer. a
"Panamanian people" did not have " ... is it p'os.slble that from- symptom of a characteristic charity
anything: to do with this coup. This among brother military officers .
was not a mass movement with the some unfathomable depth an rather than mere stupidity, but ei-
kind of strikes and demonstrations Americanadminis tration has ther way; !twas the end of the coup
that threw Ferdinand Mareosoutof discovered non-interven~ ,and.thecauseofhisowndcath.
the Philippines, the Shah outofIran, tion?'" Did the lack of action stem
ot Fulgenico Batista Y. Zaldivar from Gcorge Bush's lack ofleader-
out of Cuba. This was one clique of ship? Is the wimp backand living in
Army officers hoping 10 throw out . its tactics. Ascoups and revolutions the White House? Or is it possible
another. . go, bloodless and successful rarely that from some unfathomable depth
the cou~ was divided over whether go together. The English in 1640, an American administration ha,s
tatum Noriega over to theUnited .the French in 1789 and the Soviets discovered a new poliCy-non-
tum Noriega over 10 the United in 1917 could nOllet their former ijltervention? Yes, d'oingnolhing is
States for trial on drug charges in sovereigns live to threaten those doingsomething.Stayingoutofthc
Miami or leI him resign and live infant regimes. An.astasio Somoza pettypoliticillsquabblesofafourth-
peacefully in Panama's countryside. Garcia felt impelled to murder his rank Latin American country that is .
In effect, this mea'nsthat the gory only viable opposition in Nicara- juslas likely to replace an ugly,
general, while he may have little gua,AgustoCcsarSaildino,in 1934. slimy androuen dictator with some-
s\lpportam.OJig ordinaryPanamani-· The Shah oCIran in 1980 uildoubt-onejustas ugly and slimy m~y look
ans, has somes}impathy regarding edly regrcttedallowing the Ayatol- . inept in the long run, but at least we
this issue. Anti-American feelings lah Ruholla Khomeini to live in won't be covered with the slime
inLatinAmericarundccp,andwhile exi~e. Where politics is a winner- when it's over.
by Dove Kennedy
The University News
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community .leadership in extracur-
ricularactivities and potential for
continued success.
They join an elite group of
students selected from more than
1,400 institutions of higher learn-
ing in alISO states, the District of
Columbia and several foreign na-
tions.
Outstanding students have been
honored in the annual directory since
it was first published in 1934.
Students named 'this year from
Boise State University are:
Peter Jiro Arashiro; Michael E.
Baldner; BrendaLynne Ball; Daniel
A. Balluff; Lon Aaron Burke;
Tammi Lee Butts; Cedric A.
Carthan; Tamara Lynn Cullison;
Trina A. DeLong; Holger E. Doerr;
. Jan A. Ecklund; William C. Eddins,
Jr.; Deanett J. Fisher; Jeffrey S.
Glenn; Rosemary E. Hardin; Lori
C. Jagcls; DavidJ. Kennedy;
Heather Anne Klukkert; James T.
McAllister; Jo Ann Moore; Grace
Jean Neuenschwander; Curtis J.
Osterloh; James K. Pugh; Patrick J.
Reilly; Cindy Lee Rosen; Kevin D.
Students apply
for leadership
training
BSU students should contact
the academic dean of their college!
school or the Office of the Vice-
President for Student Affairs (385-
1418) for additional information
about Leadership America.~
Satterlee; Nancy J.Tacke; Reunique
Troullier-Lowery; Bret D. White-
sides; Pamela A. Willey.
Plenty. of 1989-
90 student
funds still
unclaimed, .
Student Assistance is now
accepting applications for scholar-
ships, fellowships, grants and loans
for the 1989-1990 school year.
According to the president of
Student Assistance, Mark Caffey,
millions of dollars available to stu-
dents for financial aid go unclaimed
each year .
Caffey said StudentAssistance
will help many students. "Educa-
tion should not be prohibited be-
cause of cost," he said.
If you would like to fill out an
application, please send an SASE
to: Student Assistance, P.O. Box
1481, Friendswood.Texas, 77546.
BSU has once again been in-
vited to submit nominations to the
Leadership America program, Fifty
college students from across the
country will be selected to spend 10
weeks during the summer of 1990
strengthening their leadership skills.
The objective of the program is to
prepare students to accept major
leadership responsibilities early in
. their careers and to handle them
effectively.
To be eligible for selection to
Leadership America, students must
be matriculated in a four-year,
undergraduate program at BSU and
have completed their junior year of
undergraduate studies by the end of
spring term, 1990. The primary
criterion for selection is that a stu-
dent have "outstanding potential for
leadership. "
BSU students
make 1990
Who's Who
The 1990 edition ofWho's Who
Among Students In America Uni-
versities and Colleges will include
the names of30 students from Boise
State University who have been
selected as national outstanding
campus leaders. ..
Campus nominating commit-
tees and editors of the annual direc-
tory have included the names of
these students based on their aca-
demic achievement, service to the
You've done your home-
work. You know where the
best values are. You also
know that with AT&T,it costs
less than most people think
. to stay in touch with your
family and friends.
, In fact, you can make a
la-minute, coast-to-coast
call any time, anyday for less
than $3.00 with A1&Y."And
who else can promise imme-
diate a-edit for wrong num-
bers, the fastest connections,
.and the largest worldwide
long distance network?
Nobody but A1&T.
fur more information
on AT&TLong Distance
Products and services, like
the AT&TCard, call l 800
. 525-1955, Ext. 100.
"Add applicable taxes and surcharges.
-====.~ATlaT
~ The right choice.
Women'of BSU
to hold annual
Christmas
Bazaar in
mid-November
G.G.Imay be an art maier;
butlknow '
a little something
about economics."
Beat the Christmas rush and
shop for gifts' at the Women of
BSU's Campus Craft Company
Bazaar Nov. 9-12 in the Boisean
Lounge of the SUB.'
Hours will be 9 a.m.-8 p.m.
Nov. 9-10, 9 a.m.-6 p.m. Nov. 11,
and 9 a.m.-5 p.m, Nov. 12.
The bazaar, which benefits the
BSU Scholarship Fund, will feature
holiday crafts and other items such
as jewelry, picture frames and bas-
kets.
The Women of BSUis com-
prised ofBSU faculty, staff and
wives of BSU employees. It is
primarily an organization that raises
funds for two full-tuition scholar- '
ships"oneawarded to an individual
from the commuriity lind the other
to a child of a BSU employee.
Group to clear
cross-country
ski trails
,
111eAda County Park N' Ski
Committee wants you to beeome a
trailblazer for a day. Join the
Committee Nov. 4 from 8:30 a.m.
to 4 p.m. to brush, clear and re-sign
the Banner Ridge, Gold Fork and
Whoop-Urn-Up cross-country ski'
trails. Equipment and tools will be
provided. "For safety purposes, it is
recommended that volunteers wear
work boots, gloves and eye protec-
tion. Please bring your lunch, re-
freshments and warm clothing. ,
Volunteers also may want to bring
mountain bikes.
If you wish toparticipatc, please
mect at the Idaho Department of
Parks and Recreation's parking lot,
2177 Warm Springs Avenue, Boise,
on Nov. 4 at 7 a.m. The group will
car pool from there to the ski areas.
In the event of poor weather, the trip
.will be rescheduled to Nov. 5 at 7
a.m.
If you have any questions.
please contact Leo Hennessy, Park
N' Ski Coordinator, evenings 342-
1985, daytime 334-2154.
Free pregnancy test
Birthright: 342-1898
All help Is confidential & free
Pregnant?
Need help?
UNPLANNED
PREGNANCY?
Idaho Youth Ranch
ADOPTION
SERVICES
FrE!e counseling
Choice ofAdoptive Parents.
342-6805 ,
1416W. Frl\riklln Street, Boise
. All servlces conlldentlal
The University News
pros-pect (prospekr) n. 1. Something expected or foreseen;
possibility. 2. prospects Chances for success. --v. To explore
or search' about.
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One Halloween,
.Eddie got
a neat treat
Vienna Choir Boys to bring angelic
voices toMorrisonCenter Nov. 2
Unfortunately
formany, this is not
only the first trip
across the wide
Atlantic, but also
their last. You sec,
there's a high turn-
over rate in the
Vienna Choir Boys
-and,mindyou,it'sr. i not because of
"alarming" pranks.
•• At the first emba-
JJ rassing croak of a
changing voice, it's
back to Vienna.and
the "normal" life.
Gone will be the
endless hours of re-
hearsal, the tour
buses, hotels and
nightly audiences.
Gone, too, will be
the Viennese castle
called "home," the
swimming pool,
skating rink and
acres of playground.
But like well-trained athle-
lctcs these harmonious young-
sters are all aware that some day
they'll hittheirt'peak," (squeak?),
and it will be time to move on, pro-
viding an opportunity for the next
, winning auditioncr,
.For now: however, thoughts of the
future, like this morning's errant alarm
clock, arc packed and rehearsal demands
everyone's attention. In addition to their well-
known Strauss "fcs;" and sacred choral music,
the touring program features a comedic one-act of
Humperdinck's opera, Hansel and Gretel -complete
with costumes,wigs and cross-dressing!
Tickets forThursday's performance arc available from
all Select-A-Seatloc~tions. ,The program begins at 8 p.m.
with ticket prices ranging from $12to $16.
by Will Spearman
The University News
It's 9 a.rn, in
Denver, Colo., and
somcwherc down
the hall an alarm
clock won't stop
ringing. Justthctype
of thing that makes
little boys giggle and
scream, but conduc-
tor/pianist, Georg
St4ingelberger,is tak-
ing it all in stride.
When you've been '
on the road with 22
adolescent singers
for fourycars, appar-
ently nothing seems
too out of the ordi-
nary.
The playful
"devils" with the
angelic voices arc
members of the inter-
nationally famous Vienna
Choir Boys, who have shared
theirheavenlymusiesince 1498,
when Emperor Maximillian I,
founded the original group.
Through the ages the choir has left
an impressive list of alumni, includ-
ing Franz Schubert and Joseph Haydn.
Today, there "arc actually four choirs;
three that tour, While the, fourth stays at
home to sing Sunday mass.
When the Vienna Choir Boys fileon stage
in the Morrison Center, Nov. 2, the young men-
ages 10 to 14-will be bringing with them more
than centuries of, tradition. A certain "state-side"
curiosity will, no doubt, accompany them. Already this
year's tour has offered the breathtaking sights of Mount
Rushmore, the mile-high aisles of green and gold in the
Denver Mint, as well as an exciting soccer ~ame or two,'
smondhas returned
_b_
Y_H_O_IIY_M_'A_,_nd_e_rs_o_n-:-_E'i3a-The University News ~
'Many Tigerbeat magazine pre-pubescent
female readers of the early '70s shared a
special fantasy: winning a pair of teen idol
Donny Osmond's purple socks would be just
the \TIOS£.
Struck by "Puppy Love," those same
fans continued to follow wholesome Donny
through the end of lhe decade. In 1979, the
Donny and Marie Show cnded. The groupies
moved on to the likes of John Cougar (these
were the pre-Mellencamp days). Marie went
'just a lot more country' and, well, Donny,
he just seemed to vanish from the showbiz
limelight.
Now, a decade later, Donny Osmond is
once again the most. His self-titled
comeback album is a definite success. Heck,
even a few critics think it's great, calling it
"irresistible" and "infectious." So, like any
other bigtime rockslar, the "Soldier ,of Lovc"
is now on the road and he'll be nlaking a
. concert stop in Boise Nov. 4 to sing his
hits,hoth'old and new.
As a member Of the Osmond Brothers,
Donny make his frrst television appearance
at the age offive on the Andy Williams
v~-sIll" , nny
Tickets for Donny Osmond are S15
and S17,SOat all Select-A-Seat outlets.
Show. By tile time he was 14,23 of his
records had earned the coveted "gold" status,
Teaming with Marie, the two scored
numerous top Olensingles.
When the duo called it quits, Donny
may have stopped entertaining, but he
continued working in the industry as head of
his own film and production company. In '
1986, Osmond campaigned against lhe
. PRMe's efforts to rate records, and with tile
help and support of Peter Gabriel in 1987,
Osmond began the workings of the album
which would restore "this once bad appl~" to
the charts. .
"Soldier of Love," with a little
assistnnce from DJ.s around the country ,
who initially identified the cut as a "mystery
record" from a "mystery artist" as not to '
prejudice listeners reactions, went to number
one. The follow-up hit, "Sacred Emotion,"
also raced up the charts.
Yes, Donny Osmond has returned, racy,
ready to rock and possibly even to the pages
of Tigerbeat. The Tigerbeat readers of
yesteryear hope he remembers his purple
"Sweet and Innocent" days as well. Tickets
to the Boise show !nthe Morrison Cen"lcr
are still available for $15 and $17.50 from
all Select-a-Seat outlets.
by Steve F, Lyon
The University News
Not that many years ago, Hallow-
een was a thoroughly interesting day
for me and all the other kidson
Skyline Drive. One Halloween in
particular I remember: It was the year
my best friend, Eddie O'Shaunessey,
received a most bizarre treat.
Eddie never liked stopping b}' the
Collins' house onHallowecr; night. "
The Collins' boys were the neighbor-
hood thugs-long hairs, who we sus-
pected even smoked grass.Every year
they would break an egg in his sack or
on his head or hit him with a water
balloon from tile roof. .Most kids had
brains enough 10 steer clear of their
house. But Eddie was a candy pig, and
always wanted more. He rang tile
doorbell. The front door opened. A
warm breeze escaped. Eddie thought
he smelled burning herbs.
"Wow, man, you're scary," said the
oldest, scraggliest Collins boy.
"Yea, man, Icrappcd Illy pants,"
Delphic, his younger brother chimed
in. Both were wearing T-shirts and
maniacal grins.
"Here, chump, we've got your
treat, " tile eldest thug said, glaring at
Eddie with intense bloodshot eyes.
Eddie held out his sack; they
plopped something heavy into it,
began laughing and slammed the door ..
Eddie headed for home. When he
got there, his dad was silting in the
recliner, mom was in the kitchen, his
sister Bernice and his older brother
Orel were silting in the living room.
His brother and sister watehed as
Eddie began to empty his sack. Out
came a stream of bite-size candy bars.
Then as the stream slowed to a trickle,
out rolled out the Collins' special
treat-a human head. It rolled off
Eddie's candy pile, wobbled a bit in 41-
circular motion before coming to rest
on one ear. It was dripping a yel-
lowish-red syrupy mixture of spinal
fluid and blood.
"0 my God, 0 my God," Eddie.
screamed, running behind Dad's chair..
"Now, Eddie, what arc you getting.
so upset about?" His dad said in a
soothing even voice, shifting his pipe
from one side.of his mouth to the
other. "It's just a head. Why, when I
was a kid growing up in the depres-
sion, .we saw lots of loose heads."
"Ah, cool, "Orel said. "Can I have
.it , dad? Can I take it to school
' tomorrow?"
"It's Grrross," Bernice said.
Eddie's mom came out from-the
kitchen carrying three mugs of
steaming apple cider. "Get-that thing
off the carpet. It's leaving a stain."
.Eddie was still upset. "God, don't
you think we should call someone?" he
pleaded willI his parents. "Doncha
think we should do something"? .
"Eddie," his ,dad began to leeture,
"the authorities have enough to do
tonight-what with vandals toss"ing
their crepe paper in trees and wiping
soap on peoplc's windshields and
smashing pumpkins-I think Jhey have
'their h:lIlus full enough witliout lIS,
bothering them.
We!l Eddie showed up alschool
arid told us the whole story; about .
when Mr. Collins funeral would be andnow they placed the head on thcporch.
Eddie said he really didn'l underslnnd
his parents. He knew it was some sort
of generation gap, and that wit and
wisdom would be delivered unto him
as he grew. Everybody thought he had
the coolest Halloween.
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La Demeure Mjsterieuse, French
videotape sponsored by BSU's Cineclub
Francais, 6:30 p.m., Education Building,
room 332. Free.
SPB' film, Wings of Desire, 8 p.m.,
SPEC. All SPB-sponsored films arc free to
BSU students with activity cards, $1 for
BSU faculty and staff and high school
students and $2.50 for the general
public. Wings of Desire is a fairy talc about
a pair of angels who wander through the
streets of West Berlin wondering what it
would be like to be human.
ASBSU Senate Meeting, 4 p.rn.,
Student Union Senate Chambers.
Soprano Cathy McCrea, senior recital,
7:30 p.m., Morrison Center Recital Hall.
Free.
Vienna Choir Boys in concert, 8
p.m., Morrison Center. Tickets arc $16 and'
$12 general admission, $10 students from
all Select-a-Scat outlets,
The Image of the Witch i,,..Westem
Culture, presented by Beverly Miller as
part of the SPB Extra Credit Lecture Series,
2:30 p.m., Student Union Boiscan Lounge.
Free admission and refreshments.
Last Day to Drop/Add!
Air Force Base Brass Quintet, a
rccital.d p.m., Morrison Center Recital
Hall, free.
New Faculty Lecture Series,
Tianjin ill 1900: Political and
Social Crises ill Society and .'
Locality, presented by Lewis Bcrstcin of
the history department, 3 p.m., Student
Union. Free.
SPB film, Bagdad Cafc • 8 p.m., SPEC.
Bagdad Cafe is a comic fable about the
touching friendship that develops between
two women of different cultures.
Volleyball, BSU vs. NNC, 7:30 p.m.,
Human Performance Center.
Halloween Costume Party to
benefit the Wolf Recovery
Foundation, 9 p.rn., The Bouquet, $3
cover.
WIN A PAIR OF
TICKETS TO SEE
DONNY
OSMOND
IN CONCERT,
NOV. 4 !"
1. '\Nhat famous English singer/musician
plays on. and produced songs for Donny's
Ic:JtQstL.P.• Soldlor Of Love?
2. '\Nhat TV shovv first Introducod thQ
Osmond Brothers to the Amorlcan public?
3. '\Nhat fruit drink did Donny and Marlo
do commQrclc:lls for?
4. '\Nhat ""as Donny's first," 1 solo slngl_?
S. '\Nhen did thQ Donny and Marie;;»shovv run?
2.1.
4.3.
5.
1.Entrieswill be checked by the Unlversl\y News Prospects staff. Everyone who answers
1]11questJons correctly Iseligible. The winners will be chosen rn a random drawing.
2. Turn In completed entries to the University News office Mon. through Frl.between
noonand 4 p.~. Entry deadline IsFriday. Nov. 3. 1989at 4 p.rn. Bring your current
activity card to verify your BSUstatus.
3. Open only to registered BSUfull and part-time students. University News employees
are not eligible. Only one entry per student.. .
II Prizesfor the contest have been donated by
Madd Maxx Productions.
Donny Osmond will appear in concert at the
Morrison Center, Nov. 4,at8 p.m. IIII
The Quill Consort in concert,
Faculty Artist Series, 7:30 p.m.,
Morrison Center Recital HaIl. Tickets are
free to HSU students, $4 general admission
or$2 seniors and arc available at the door.
Christmas Around the World, Arts
for Christmas Sale, Boise Art. Museum,
through Nov. 12. Hours arc 10 a.m. - 8
p.m. weekdays, 10 a.m. - 5 p.m., Saturday
and Sunday.
Donny Osmond in concert, 8 p.m.,
Morrison Center. Tickets arc $17.50 and
$15 from all Select-a- Scat outlets.
Dirt Fishermen benefit, featuring the
Amoeba Men and the Dirt Fishermen, 8:30
p.m, The Zoo. $4 cover at the door.
/Just a Move, an all ages dance sponsored
by the BSU Black Student Union, 9 p.m.-
2 a.rn., the Mardi Gras Ballroom at 615 S.
9th St. $5 general admission and $4 for
BSU students with activity cards.
SPB film, The Brother Quay and Painted
Landscapes, 8 p.m., SPEC. The Brother
Quay is a look at the very heart of human
subconscious, as portrayed by two American
twins who live and work in London.
Painted Landscapes takes a look at the art of
such current issues as apartheid, nuclear
arms and violence against women.
Organist Trina Moore, senior reci tal , 4
p.m., Heminway Western Studies Center,
free.
" iA benefit for
.: the Dirt Fishs
!rlght. will be €
Nov. 40tTh Z
The Dirt Fish n
hope to use
proceeds to E
,their next 01
SPB Film, Wings of Desire. 8 p.m.,
Student Union Ada Lounge. Wings of
Desire is a fairy talc, starring Peter Falk,
about a pair of angels who wander through
the streets of West Berlin wondering what it
would be like to be human.
t
Phi Alpha Theta-History Club
Meet~ 2nd &4thThursdays of everyml
in the History Dept. conference room. I
meeting isOct 12,1989 at 2:30 p.m..
Chi Alpha (Pentacostal Movemenl 01
Meeting Nov. 2 at 8 p.m. in the Student
Owyhee room. Rev. Terry Andrew 01 C
Assembly of God will speak.
Gay and Lesbian Alliance (GALA) Black Student Union
Meeting/Guest speaker- Friday, Nov. 3 at 7 Video presentation: Nyan Nations No
p.m., Student Union Annex. 1005 Michigan 2 pm, in the Student Union Lookoutrol
Ave. (Across University Drive from the Student
Union). Touch Football game Sat., Nov.4 at . Campus Crusade for Christ
1 p.m., Ann Morrison Park .. Questions? Call' Meetings are Fridaynights at 7:30 p.m.
Ann 345:7495 or Brian at 336·5160. . B4~ine~sBuilding room 102.
Advertising Club ,
Interested in designing and marketing a
magazine? Meeting Monday, October 30 at
6 p.m. In the Student Union Caribou room.
For more information call Nelda at 344·1168.
Students International, Meditation Society
Meeting Nov. 2 at 4:30·6:30 p.m. in the ..
Student Union Caribou room.
i#_ ... ~~ '~'.
The Quill Consort performs Nov. 31n the Morrlson Center Recital Hall
Quill Consort revives the
sounds of medieval Europe
by Cory Wees ~
The University News ~ __
The music and tales of
medieval Europe breathe life once
again when the Quill Consort
performs renderings of pieces
from the 13th, 14th and 15th
centuries that have existed in
modem times only for two BSU
professors, Joeseph A. Baldasarre
from the music department, and
Linda Marie Zaerr, who teaches
medieval literature. Outfitted
with costumes and authentic
reproductions of medieval
Of all thes kene conquerours
to carpe it were kinde;
off~lefeghing-holkferly we
finde; .
The turnament of Tottenham
have we in minde:
It were harme sicb hardiness
were holden benind.
instruments, the two will play
troubadour melodies and dances,
as well as the intricate music of
the 14th century Italian courts,
Nov. 3 in the Morrison Center
Recital Hall.
Years of research played a
large role in translating the pieces
from middle to modem English,
though the consort will perform
some selections in their original
tongue. "However, when we
play, we like to be more perform-
ers than teachers," said Zaerr.
"There arc a lot groups out
there that are either real authentic
and dry, or they do folk rendi-
tions, sort of a quasi-medieval
and have a lot of fun with it," said
Baldassarre.
"We want to combine
authenticity and felicity," Baldas-
sarre said. "The two need not be
mutually exclusive." ,
The Quill Consort will
perform musical games that
Baldasare describes as "techni-
cally mind-boggling," including
one in which a piece of music is
sung in separate directions by .
each person simultaneously, with
one starting at the top and one
starting at the bottom. To further
complicate things, the directions
to the singing of the song were
described as it was being sung.
There was often a part for a third
or fourth as well. .
Wo was Hawkyn, wo was
3M)
Herry,
Wo was Tomkyn, wo was
Terry,
And so all the bachlery
When they met togedir
The Quill Consort has
produced two audiotapes, "An
Introduction to Music in the
Middle Ages," an instructional
tapefor college and high school
students and "Tales and Music of
the Middle Ages," a collection of
music and accompanied tales
which is available to the public in
the BSU bookstore. The group .
has played in medieval and
Renaissance Fairs in this country
and will travel to an international
conference on 15th century
studies in Perpignon, France in
July this summer.
The concert is a part of the
1989-90 BSU Faculty Artist
Series. Tickets are available at
the door on a first-come, first-
serve basis. Cost is $4 general
admission, $2 senior citizens and
free to BSU faculty, staff and
students.
In every corner of the hous
Was the melody delicious
For to here precious.
Dirt Fishermen to play with Amoeba Men-,Dwarfs
or buy a tape or a t-shirt, or just
go "cool."
Dirt Fishermen (you've heard
of them) are one such band.
They've played shows, warmed
up crowds for out of town bands
too numerous to mention, even
traveled a liulc to sing to strangers
and win a liule praise for the City
of Trees. On Saturday, Nov. 4,
the Boise music scene will give a
by David lank p
The University News - _.__ -
The Boise music scene is
constantly doing what it can to
better itself. Bands come and go
and hope for shows and hope that '
some portion of the public will
catch on to what these kids are
doing and maybe come see them
y month
m, Next
m,
Dama Soghop (Native American Club) .
Meeting Nov. 8 at 4p.m. in the Student Union Annex II.
Politic::1 Science Association _
. Meeting Tuesday, Oct. 31 at 3 p.m. in the Student '
IIof BSU) Union Caribou room. For more infomalion call Kim at
jenl Union 385-1458 between 1:30·5:00 p.m.
01 Cenlral
little in return.
The show will be at the Zoo,
with two bands from out of
town-Amoeba Men from
Cincinnati and the Dwarfs from
San Francisco, plus said Dirt
Fishermen. The out-of-town acts'
will open the show,leavingthe
locals to headline. And when the
night's over, all profits will go
toward the next Dirt Fishermen
recording project.
The Amoeba Men-are a three-
piece power funk grunge blues
alternative band whose tape,
A/lack of the Amoeba Men, is a
high-energy, tightly-knit celebra-
tion which is professional enough
to sound good but raw enough to
be fun. "Attack" is the key word
here.
TIle Dwarfs are actually
about the height of an average
man. They are, however, faster,
louder and more aggressive than
your average man. "They've had
the plug pulled on 'em more than
once," said a representative from
SubPop Records, which plans to
release a Dwarfs single in the not-
The Amoeba Men will appear
with the Dirt Fishermen and Son
Francisco's Dwarfs on The Zoo
stage, .
Nov.5at
~room.
FronUines· .
Meeling Nov. 18 at? p.m. in theSlUdenl Union
OWyhee room. This week-Insight on Today's
Reck·n-Roll "Hell's Bells".
AS~,SU recognlzedcfubs and organizations may publish
the dale, time and plac:e of their scheduled meeting for
the upcoming week. In thlsspace. Come to The •.'
Unlvenslty Hewsofflce between 12 nooM pm Mon.-Fri.
and fUi out a meetings form. . .
im.n
_ too-distant future. These guys are
infamous for their confrontational,
in-your-face live show, but they
emphasize the fact that they're not
a hardcore band. They're actually
really nice guys, according to the
fella at SubPop.
When things cool down, Dirt
Fishermen will take the stage and
offer up a slew of crafty original
songs, sometimes kinda spacy and
sometimes kinda loud. And if
someone buys them beer maybe
thev'll do that hideous REO cover
again. Then they'll shove east, to
Egg Studios for their second .
recording effort, with help from
their big fans from Portland,
Dharma Bums.
, Nov. 4. At the Zoo. Doors
open at 8:30 p.m, Cost is $4. As
usual, if you're young enough to
just appreciate mus!e and people
~,l
vfJ:1,
r
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MUSIC NOTES
You can enjoy music from
Johannes Bach and Fats Waller
In the same afternoon with the
U.S. Air Force Brass Oulntetat 4
p.m. Oct. 31 In the Morrison
Centet Recital Hall.
The quintet, from McChord
Air Force Base in Washington,
will present a one-hour program
of selecllons from tho Baroque
period through the 20th century.
After the performance, group
members will answer quesUons
from the audience about
chamber ensemble playing,
brass perfonnance practices
and their own careers in musIc.
The recital/clinic Is free. For
more Information, call the BSU
music departmentat 385-1n1..
BSU student Cathy McCrea,
a soprano and a recipient of the
1989 Chairman's tfonor Recital
Award, will perform a variety of
191h century works In her senior
recital at 7:30 p.m. Nov. 21n the
Morrison Center Recital Hall.
McCrea, a senior majoring In
music education, Is a student of
BSU music 'professor Lynn
Berg. Admission Is free. For
more Information, call 385-et771.
BSU student Trlna Moore
will give an organ recital al4
p.m. Nov. Sin the Hemingway
Western Studies Center.
Moore is a student of BSU
music professor Don Oakes.
AdmIssIon Is free. For more
Information. call the BSU music
department at 385-1771.
and enjoy life, there's room for'
you up front. If you're washed
up, worn out, and actually believe
there's fun to be found at the
bottom of a bottle, you're
welcome to look-the bar's in
back so's you won't hurt anyone.
It's a good time, for a good
cause. And you can quote me on
that. '
Oh yeah ...
Last week I falsely claimed
that that wonderful Skunk LP,
Last American Virgin was on SST
records. I knew all along that it
was, in fact, a product of Twin
Tone records. I just- did that to get
some sort of reader response. It
didn't work. If! don't get some
mail this month, I'll quit.
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g. .by Cliff HallThe University News __
Some albums, especially the
reaIly good ones, ought to be
heard-even if the record
companies seem to want to' forget
they were even made, A perfect
example: The The, a four-
member band with only three
previous releases I'm aware of,
has created a minor classic with
their newest collection. They play
some of the best music around
and only a very few know about
it. At least I didn't know about
it-and I read! Another case of a
record company lacking faith in
their product?
Titled, appropriately enough,
Mind Bomb, the album is note-
worthy for a number of reasons.
First and foremost, the band's
leader, Mall Johnson, who has
written many a fine song in his
day, has outdone himself here.
His growth as a songwriter is
significant and Mind Bomb
contains some of the most
incredible music of the late '80s.
Johnson's lyrics are, in turns,
caustic, bitter and harsh-but they
can also be quite warm and, dare I
say,loving? They're delivered
with such a fine arrangement of
attitude and music that it's
forgiveable, This is part of the
- maturing that seems to be
happening within the band.
For those poor souls who
need one, there is a cautionary
sticker on the outside plastic
warning potential buyers about
explicit lyrics. Johnson can be
nasty at times and the many levels
on which he plays guarantees
multiple listenings. But, in the
long run, the graphic words are
unimportant-especially when
compared to some popular bands'
obvious preoccupation with the "F
word" or those who love to
advertise their favorite sexual
positions on every album they
release. But to each his own ...
The University News
Some cuts on Mind Bomb
are manic, others depressing and
sobering. A semi-divine aIlusion
to "Barroom Blitz" starts off the
sarcastic, "Armageddon Days Are
Here(Again)." And "Good
Morning Beautiful" combines
recordings of the Third World
with some great sermonizing.
"The Beat(en) Generation,"
the album's most chartable song,
received some airplay on J-105
awhile back. It's a brutal indict-
ment of the times withjust .
enough contrast between the
lyrics and harmonica to suggest
ambivalence. Of all the songs on
the album, it's the one that sticks
in the head.
"Kingdom of Rain," a
balance between the devilish
Johnson and the soulful Sinead
O'Connor-a perfect guest
artist-s-cuts into the vulnerable
llesh of absent love. The poetry
here is powerful: "But as silent as
the car lights that move across this
room / As cold as our bodies
.greed and hate.
The The's Mind Bomb album is unrecoqnlzed classic
silhouetted by the moon IAnd Iwould lie awake and wonder I is it ~ ...,
just me, or is this the way that
love is supposed to be?"
.The collection's most
revealing song, "Beyond Love," is
justifiably forlorn, yet hopeful.
With this song, Johnson has
managed to incite the kind of
emotion usually reserved for
veterans of horrific warfare.
Johnson is apparently a very
jaded, scarred individual haunted
by third degree woundings of past.
loves. But this song, entrenched
as it is in the heartening aspect of
an emotional future lit with hope,
whispers that somehow, some-
where there has to be a better
place.
Johnson's knack for slicing
right to the heart is accompanied
by a seemingly sudden realization
of "how things are." He is
concise in verbalizing his loss of
innocence and his awakening to
the harsh realities of how we are
in-life: ruled by love.power,
Gr'apes of Wrath produce new treasure
by David Lentz ' ~
The University News ~
--'In December 1985;'"
Vancouver's Grapes of Wrath
graced the cover of the all-
important Rocket magazine as the
Canadian band to keep an ear on.
"A few more hooks and they
might have it made: Fame,
fortune, and actress/model
girlfriends," wrote Lane Hartwell.
Darn right If ever anyone
deserved reward, it was this trio
for their album called, simply,
Treehouse. The Grapes showed'
the world (or at least a small,
fortunate hunk of it) that music
can be mild but not dull, unobtru-
sive yet important.
New from the Grapes is an
album called Now and Again.
They've moved up to a major
label (Capitol), added a fourth
member, and recorded 12 new
songs much like those on the
acclaimed Treehouse, or Septem-
ber Bowl of Green before that.
Acoustic guitars and harmo-
Boise Optometric Care
Dr. Steven G. Snapp.
Optometrist.
300 Mallard Drive, Suite 110
Lake Pointe Centre
Boise, Idaho 83706
342-4841
Family Vision Care
Contact Lenses
.Phil shoots down L.A. Guns·nies are nothing new. Poetry set
to easy-going music, sung by a
tender voice or two-rock bands ~~~~~~~i~~~~~know, a cool name like Ironhave been doing it, on and off, for by Phillip Von Borgen Butterfly, Led Zepplin; or even
a good 20 years now. It's what .The University News Def'Leppard, I guess bands ar«
the Grapes of Wrath do best. more concerned with their
Some music comes at you, L.A. Guns, Guns and Roses: masculine images now.
gets in your face, grabs you by thc Shotgun Messiah? It seems L.A. Guns debut album L.A.
lapels and forcefully introduces nowadays to make it big in the Guns came out a year and a half
itself. Now and Again isn't like male chauvinist hard rock world ,ago, but didn't immediately
that; you might call it a hidden you have to have some sort of receive the airplay or recognition
treasure, It's the kind of thing "gun" in your band title. What- , it deserved since it was in the
most people only read about. ever happened to originality, you shadow of fellow L.A. rockers
.. III l1lil1l1i'. Il!IIllI • IIIlI• III • Il'IIII • III I!ilI III l1li_l1li l1li. Guns and Roses, album Appetite
II 00 millno '·s Piizza 1111- for Destruction. But eventually11 L.A. Guns went gold and Poly-
gram records gave the bands
I .. I producers a bigger budget toI. PARTY SPECIAL ! propel their next record to even
III higher success and a better record.
Cocked and Loaded was the1,'Two' Larqe $10 9+9
tax
iii., product. Somehow,.in the mix ofmoney and music, the music got
: single topplnq pizzas, : 10S\.A.GunS'sstYleWa~
intense, rambunctious, punk metal
I.. . ' CALL US I with a bit of sleaziness. The
I . 345.5551 I, "Guns" had it down to a "T." ..
I 'fl' ..,h" ® Expires: 11/08189 I But then came the big budget and
II
q~tJ.ffi,A3.' '01969 OPt. Our drivers 2162 Broadwax II
,.AkV-~ carry less than 20.00. 343 5995 III the super-producers. Lead singer
I
-1:lefWV"r Limited del;very area. • Philip Lewis' screechy vocals
V Boise, Idaho 1013 Vista I were right at home on their debut
.. IIIiIIIIIIlIl1li •••• III •• II1IIII1II.l1li III l1li II1IIIII • III .. album. On the new album his
screaming sounds out of place.
It's like Debbie Gibson doing a
cover ora Led Zepplin song-
i--:=--=-.....:..-.,.....--:--:-----'---:---------..,....,-------.-:::=:.:::::::~ what a horror.
Cocked and Loaded is an
overly polished production that
ruins the uniqueness of L.A.
Guns, and makes them undistin-
guishable from any number of
hard rock bands. It's a shame that
this up and coming, rough' edged
band had to be side tracked into a
producers dreamworld.
. .If you are ~ true Guns fan,
1I.._--Sl:..2~-=::_:::~_====~~=-~!Il!~:....,...:::~L.:....-~...,q and there aren't many of us out
there, you can still find some
tracks to enjoy. But for me, I'll
take the old Guns anyday.
~dpiper welcome:
• & -
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The Gross Anatomy Chase
by Lee Arnold ;at
The University News If\.
The old working·class-kid-
striving-for-a-better-life theme
gets another workout in the shape
of Gross Anatomy. an uneven
movie that is not what the TV ads
have been making it out to be-a
srnart-alecky "let's play doctor"
comedy. But while we are saved
from hijinks in the operating
room, neither are we delivered
what the filmmakers obviously
had inmind-the high hopes to
do for the medical school grind
what The Paper Chase'did for law
school, which chronicled the saga
and personal growth of laW
students hustling to make it.
There is a good performance
in Matthew Modine's Joc Slovak,
the unpretentious first-year med
school acolyte. And even better
performance comes in from
Daphne Zuniga as Laurie, a
fellow student and eventual
girlfriend whose walls break
down to Joe's overtures. But
while Modine is supposed to be
the focus, we never get to know
him. Slovak is chceky and
nonchalant all right-but we never
really know if it's all a gesture to
hide his true self, or if he really is
that way. We scem to sense the
latter to be the case, but his
character never gets as fully
fleshed-out as we would like.
There's a better sense of develop-
ment in Zuniga-you see how she
changes toward Joe with plausi-
bility and honesty.
Overall, Gross Anatomy
wants to emphasize the sights, the
atmosphere and yes, the smell of
the med student's world. The first
year of the program is crammed
The University News
come; Earthlings - 0, "It" - 20.
Just what "It" is, is hard to
explain. In "Toxic Survivor"
1989, it's reptilian and monstrous,
locked in the manacle of an om-
nipotent machine. In "Viral
Aggression" 1989, it's pre-
historic, perching and ready to
destroy the world. With "Far
'Right" 1987, it's heavy and
moving, sending a slicing,
guillotine with the impending
. message.
In an effective combination
of wounded bubbling steel and
sharp polished edges, Bray has .
transformed boyhood monsters
into today's industrialized
machines.
The show's most potent
work, "The Machine that Killed
the World" 1989, earns its title
from what Bray believes would be
the naive response of a five year-
old, asked to explain Armaged-
don. A futuristic Gatling gun
aimed skyward,lhe work hides
mean crevices of teeth, a gaping
maw in a head that sends radioac-
tive rods hurtling into space.
Amidst the calamity, several
simpler pieces maintain a calming
affect, including Bray'siamiliar
"Sentinel" series and the careen-
ing madcap "Tutu." Alone, these
sculptures would, no doubt, be
provocative, but combined here,
with Bray's powerful new works,
many appear almost "decorative,"
lacking the formidable substance
of the more recent pieces.
The Art Attack's limited
space; unfortunately doesn't allow
the "all angle" view many of
Bray's pieces deserve. Although,
it might just be for the best ... who
really wants to know what razored
jaw or threatening weapon lies
beneath these imposing "It''s?
The show will run through
Nov. 28, at the Art Attack
Gallery,409 S. 8 St., in Boise. 1
full with classes of Human Gross
Anatomy, where teams offive
students each study and dissect a
cadaver together. This serves as
the obvious hook upon which the
students' dramais hung-dllumi-
nating all the more the weak-
nesses in most of the character de-
velopment.
It is in the surroundings that
the strengths of the movie come
out. You see the late-night study
sessions, lousy pizza, detailed lab '
work (while there are no real
cadavers used during the filming,
the models look real enough and
the camera docsnot shy away
from gloved hands "in the guts")
and Todd Field's performance as
Slovak's roommate, who de-
scends from order and discipline
to cramming and amphetamines.
An interesting twist involves
a regrettably under-used Christine
Lahti as a no-nonsense med
school instructor who serves as
the foil for Modine. To"test"
him, she gives him an extra-credit
project: a medical record of an
unnamed patient with an illness
that has stumped her. Slovak
researches the results of all the
tests in the record and finally
makes the diagnosis of lupus. only
to discover that the patient is
Lahti.
Overall, Gross Anatomy
strives for the same verisimilitude
as The Paper Chase with the star
element in the form of Matthew
Modine. Unfortunately, this kind
of a subject calls for ensemble
acting to really make the sense of
it stand out. Iriitially Gross
Anatomy manages to do this but is
soon complicated and weakened
by the emphasis on Slovak's
character ,who we never really get
to know anyway.
SCUlptorTom Bray'swork Ison exhibit through Nov. 28
at the Art Attack Gallery. 409 South 8th Street.
Dangerous creatures at Art Attack
-----------: /-
by W.IIISpearman JfiO).
Th,e University News '1l1 .
challenge both the eye and the
brain, offering a juxtaposition of
texture and intent.
"Joint Venture" 1988,
welcomes me viewer with easy
sportsmanship. It's a ball held in
play by two zealous teammates.
The earth, elevated by the
backbone of human partnership.
It's a piece that evokes unspoken
cooperation. It is, however, mis-
leading.
Bray turns the table with
nearly every other piece exhib-
ited. A socio-political judgment
is about to be made. The out-
Dangerous creatures are
anthropomorphizing from molten
lava. Caught between the butter-
slicked surfaces of geometric
forms and poisonous spines,
Boise sculptor, Tom Bray, has
breathed fife into a menagerie of
political animals in his latest
exhibition at me Art Attack
Gallery.
The steel sculptures, con-
structed between 198Tand 1989,
Isrit ItAbout 1ime\Ou Had A
lationship?
i~.
enous
Much of life is about money. Getting it, keeping it, using it. For
most of us, that's pretty serious business , '
Sure, money isn't everything. It can't buy happiness. Or true
love. But try going out to dinner-without it, Or go to college, Or buy
a car. Or a house.
That's why the relationship you start with First SecurityBank
can be so valuable to you. Not just the checking or savings account
you have in coUege, but do~n the road wh.en y?u c~~ld use m?rc
sophisticated financial services, As you can imagine, It s a lot easier
to borrow money from a banker you know - and who knows
you - than from a total stranger. " .
It's a surprisingly easy relationship to start, too. Our offices
at 1125Broadway (338-4190) and in Vista Village (338-4170) are
particularly convenient and "srudent friendly." Just come in, say
"hi n and open an account. '.
, Now if only every serious relationship were that simple to start.
FIrst'
SecurIty
,Banks;"
'Currently Giving ItO%.
Member F.D.I.C.
The wind sharply slapped at
her face and hair as she labori-
ously carried the heavy bag up the
stairs to the train station. She
finally tugged the heavy ornate
door open, sighing as she stepped
insidewhere the warmth caressed
her; she stopped shivering.
The clerk gave her the ticket
to Council Bluffs and she felt so
relieved to know in a few hours
she would be back on the farm
with her folks, sisters and
relatives preparing for the
Thanksgiving feast tomorrow.
She felt warm and happy knowing
she would be away from the
hassles of Chicago; the traffic,
people, the gangs. Itwas when Bluffs and married Greg: She had
she felt like this that she won- wanted to besomcone who
dered why she hadn't married changed people's lives, not
'Greg and stayed in the country someone who waited for nature to
where the air was fresh and sky change circumstances.
was actually blue. She listened to the announce-
She thought of the problems ment that the train would be late
people at home faced-drought, with a sense of irritation, she
crop failures and sick animals-- wanted to be on her way home,
and it seemed their problems were not sitting here in the station. She
much more concrete somehow removed her coat and rearranged
because their problems couldn't her bag and purse and made
be solved by people. If it rained herself as comfortable as possible
enough, the drought was over, if it on the hard wooden bench. She
didn't, the drought continued. was more irritated with herself
She wondered how they had the than the train because she knew
patience to simply wait for a she could have taken the 4 o'clock
solution; , she had never been able train if she hadn't agreed to meet
, to do that. Perhaps that was why with her client.
she had gone to college and He had sounded so urgent,
earned her Master of Social Work, she simply hadn't been able to say
perhaps she lacked patience, no. Alpha, the kid from the
wanted and needed to see a housing projeets trying to break
solution, a step in the right out of the cycle of violence and
direction, a life turning around. drugs was so important to her.
She thought it was.so ironic that She often thought, "If only I can
Greg waited for nature to solve be successful with Alpha, I have a
problems while she had to be the chance to help the other kids too."
problem solver-always pushing She knew how impossible the
someone toward a resolution of change seemed, get him out of the
their problems. She recognized gang, out of the projects, away,
this truth about herself with a from the drugs and into the
____ ~small smile and realized that's electronics program at the
why she hadn't stayed in Council technical college. His aptitude
;==:===: ~~~~~~=
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test 'results had surprised her.
When she met him during the
pilot program, he had been
practically illiterate and so deeply
enmeshed in the inner-city
lifestyle of violence and drugs
that she had almost given in to the
urge to back away from the
program. The problems seemed
insurmountable, his disdain for
her so palpable. But, there had
been just a hint of vulnerability in
his cold, dark eyes and she Iiad
used it; little by little she had -.',
eaten away at the crust of hatred
to the need and intelligence she
saw in his eyes.
He had wanted to see her
because the gang was really
harassing and threatening him,
they had broken the windows in
the little store where he now
worked after school. She knew he
was frightened and growing more
and more reluctant to break his
ties with the gang, and she sensed
he had asked her about her trip
because he was kind of hoping
she wouldn't go. She suddenly
felt so angry, "Why can't they let
him alone, just let him go. Why
can't they let just one kid out of
the cycle!" As she was dwelling
on her anger, she realized she was
almost the only person in the
station. She looked at the clock
and realized the train was later
than it was supposed to be. She
rose to go to the ticket booth.bu;
suddenly the doors of the station
banged open. She started and
turned to see Alpha's gang
swaggering through the doors.
She felt her heart accelerate and
her breath coming in sharp, fast
gasps. Shefelt a sense of relief'
when Alpha stepped forward. She
started to ask him what he was
doing here, but her words were
cut off by the hatred inhis
chilling words, "You're gonna die
bitch."
She saw the knife and started
to scream but-the blood and air
intermingling in her sliced throat
,came out as a gurgle.
She shivered as she realized
she had been daydreaming a
horrible scenario and decided to
check with the clerk about the
train. She rose to go to the ticket
booth; but suddenly the doors of
the station banged open. She
started and turned to see Alpha's
gang swaggering through the
doors.
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Kara Shumway - EI0rT14lntaryEd.
I was hit by a rotten egg. It hurt.
Photos by Satah lunslrum
and Marl< JOnG./ThoUn"'ollity Nowo
Sigmas watch
out for kids
Perry Waddell, "Man on the Street" interview expert for The University
, News, recently asked BSU students
What is the scariestthing you have ,ever done on Halloween?
by Dave Thomason
The University News
The Sigma Gamma fra-
ternity will be holding its sixth
annual Halloween Watch on
Tuesday night.
Members of the fraternity
will be guarding most of the
intersections on Harrison
Boulevard. The purpose of the
watch is to help children trick-
or-treat safely on the busy
street.
The Sigmas will be helped
by the Gamma Phi Beta and
Alpha Chi Omega sororities.
According to event coor-
dinatorMorrisJones, the watch
has been successful in protect-
ing the children, something
parents appreciate.
"Sometimes they bring us
hotchocolatcandothcrthings,"
'Jones said.
---Even with a big turnout of
fratemityorsororitymembcrs,
only about 70 percent of the
intersections will be patrolled,
he said.
Community assistance in
purchasing reflective tape and
other equipment would be
helpful, Jones said. For more
information, call 384-0892.
LIsa Day - Art
Onetime Ibrought my Uncle Vendi
back from the dead via my dog
April (she Isa channeler). Because
my best friend WlIIy Spearman
made me dolt,
Dave Wood - Engineering
I was driving fast at night when a
grasshopper got In my shorts and
started chewlng. I had to stop.
stand In the road and dig around
for him,
Norma Miranda - HEPstudent
When Iwas eight. Iwas walking up
some stairsto trlck-or-treat and this,
gooey thing came out. Iran away.
I thought It was real.
Bob sanchez -- Criminal Justice
Itook a carload of freshmen girlsto
a cemetery and pretended rov car
wouldn't start. My friend was hid-
ing In the cemetery and tried to
scare them, It didn't work.
ts
Alyson Jones - Biology
"Wewentto a house Ina cornfield.
Just like Stephen King'sChildren of
the COl''!. It was scary.
Rodnoy Spencer - Engineering
In hIgh school we went to this
house. We would be In one room
and hear noises coming from
another room and we would
check it out and there wouldn't be
anyone there. I think It was
haunted.
AsJtton..Ta.te® Software is Now Awilable Ashton-late has the products to help you achieve the
at Educational Prices7< highest levelsof productivity with a lot lesseffort whether
. This year YO\l'llwant to do three thing; - achieve, achieve, . you're using a Macintosh or a PC: Framework m~the
achieve! And now Ashton=Iate can help you with its leading multifunction product; dBASE IV, 1M the industry
powerful line of DOS and Macintosh products. As a full- standard PC database; MuitiMate Advantage n~the power-
time student, faculty member or administrator you can fulword processor; RapidFue~the fast database for lists,
purchase Ashton::Iate software on your campus, through letters andlabels; DRAW APPlAUSE,"'the dynamic graphics
the Ashton=Iate Campus Program, at low educational prices.
, .• Prices are suggested educational prices only. Actual price may vary. Ashton-fare products offered through the Campus Program are for internal educational use only.
, All indicated trademarks are ti-gi5tered rradernarks of Ashton-late Corporation. Other product names used herein are for identification purposes only and may be trademarks of their respective companies.'
lFiE 8CX)KSfORE
Juu Boise State University
SOFTWARE FOR ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT
package for presentations; Full Impactl" the powerful next
generation Macintosh spreadsheet; and FulIWrite Profes..
sional'" the complete Macintosh word processor.
So find out what's new on campus and get a FREE
t-shirt, Stop by the locatian listed below and see a demon-
stration of Ashton-fate software (limited quantities of
t-shirts available).
Xou'll?emaking the first step towards achieving your goals.
i
!
I
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BSU X-Country
runs best ever
by Corky Hansen
The University News
Boise State's women's cross
country team ran what coach Jim
;J.. Kleine called "BSU's best cross
country. run ever" Saturday at the
Weber State Cross Country Invita-
tional,andfinishedsecondasateam
to Brigham Young University.
BYU placed five runners in the
top 10 to outdistance the competi-
tion with 22 points. BSU's48 points
placed them ahead of Weber's 54.
USU and UNAT also competed,
but didn't qualify the minimum
number of athletes necessary to
score as a team.
Boise State's Kathy Karpel fin-
ished third behind BYU's top two
runners with her best time of the
season at 17:00. Jennifer Beatty
\ and Sara Heiman finished in the top
1". 10, also. Beatty ran ihe 5,000 meter
race in 17:40, improving her time in
the BSU Invitational by more than a
full minute. 'Sara Herman's time of
17:54 was also considerably faster
,.than in the wind and rain of theOct
20 meet.
Dana Perry, Christine Olen and
Jenny Hannah also finished well,
with times of 18:11, 18:21 and
18:33, respectively.
BSUrunner Danny Crane (above) placed third In the BSUCross-Country Invitational Saturday In
Ann Morrison Park. RobIn Card of BSUwon the race. WSUwon the team competition with finIshers
In 2. 4.5.6. 7 poslNons In the race.
Bronco netters take two
, tion in the conference standings,
-b-y-C-o-r-ky-H-a-n-se-n---- just high enough to be the lowest
The University News seed in the Big Sky Champion-
ships, and BSU is sitting at the
top of the conference along with
Eastern Washington, which has
fourconfcrcncematchcsrcmain-
ing compared to Boise State's
two.'
Although the women Bron-
cos knew that the ISU match
was extremely important; they
didn't enter the game tense, as
they did againstEastem.
BSU was calm, cool and
collected throughout, .cvcn in
game four when they were be-
hind 14-12and ISU's NancyOuo
was at the service. Boise State,
simply put the game into out-
side-hitter Debbie Hansmann's
rightarm. Hansmannresponded
with oneofher game-ieading 18
kills, and Boise State scored the
last four points for the victory.
Montana stuffs BSU;
Broncos lose 48-13
The BSU women's volley-
ball team took matches from
Weber State and Idaho State last
week, enabling them to stay in
, thehuntfortheconferenceregu-
lar-scason championship.
BSU swept Weber for the
second time in as many meet-
ings this season, 15-9, 15-8, 15-
11 and beat ISU in four games,
15-9,15-11,11-15, and 16-14.
The two wins upped the
Bronco's record to 17-4 overall
and 12-2 in the conference.
Weber State dropped to 4-9 in
conferenceplay .and Idaho State
fel1 to 7-5 in the Big Sky.
Last Satruday's match was
equally important to both Boise
State and Idaho State. With the
loss, ISV is now in fourth posi-
resulted from Bronco turnovers: A
first-quarter Virden fumble led to
the Grizzlies' first touchdown, fol-
For the see'ond consecutive lowed by a 12-yard interception
year, the state of Montana was the' return for a touchdown by Kirk
scene of an embarrassing Bronco Murphy after a Winky White seore
defeat as the University of Montana had given the Broncos a brief 7-6
dominated Boise State and cruised lead.
to a 48-13 win Saturday afternoon. . The game was all but decided
Just one year ago BSU suffered its at halftime, with Montana enjoying
worst defeat ever, losing 51-7 to a 31-7 lead: The Grizzlies upped
MSU. theirleadto41-7 in the third quarter
Boise State's offense, whose and extended the margin to 48-7 on
play was deemed "atrocious" by another return of an interception for
Coach Skip Hal1, committed 12 a score when Montana cornerback
turnovers in the defeat, including a Kevin Morris picked a Duane HaI-
school-record 10 interceptions. liday pass and scampered 98 yards
Starter.Mike Virden was intercepted for the touchdown.
six tirnes.andljuane Hallidaythrew BSU capped the game's scor-
the ball away four times. ing midway through the fourth
Montana took unrelentless quarter with a 24-yardVirden scor-
advantage of BSU mistakes ing pass to wide-receiver Terry
throughout the game, scoring 28 Heffner.
first-half points from Boise State Boise State travels to Nevada
miscues, and 45 of 48 total points. Reno this Saturday, a team that was
More importantly, they capitalized beaten handily by the University of
on the numerous early Bronco mis- Idaho last weck.
takes. The Grizzlies' first two scores
by Corky Hansen
The University News
BSU Athletes of the Week
1989 Basketball
tickets on sale now
The 1989 Bronco Basketball
Season will be here soon and you
won't want to miss a single slam-
dunk or three-pointer, Boise State
will host 18 games, including Real
Dairy and Albertson's Classics,
NCAA participant St Mary's and
the Big Sky schools.
Basketball season tickets are
now on sale at the Athletic Ticket
Office in the Varsity Center. Full-
time BSU employees can purchase
two season tickets at half-price. The
cost of season basketball tickets to
full-tim6BSU employees is $60 per
seat, pIus the Bronco Athletic Asso-
ciation contribution if the seats are
located in a priority seating area.
Scats remain in both priority and
non-priority areas.
If you are interested in pur-
chasing Season Basketball Tickets,
stop by the Athletic Ticket Office or
call Ext. 1285. Employees need to
show their BSU identification cards
when purchasing season tickets.
Chris Bond:. Junior setter from
Sandy, Ore., had 82 assists, 7 kills,
7 blocks and 4 service aces in wins
against WSC and ISU
Winky White: A junior wide re-
ceiverfrom Denver, Colo., caught 9
passes for 200 yards, including a
61-yard touchdown, in Saturday's
game against Montana
The University News
7,000 pack
.Pavilion
to 'witness
NBA all-star
fundraiser
by Corky Hansen
The University News
Boise hoop fans were given a
taste of the big time when the Port-
land Trailblazersbrought the Indi-
ana Pacers into the city of trees
Tuesday. More than 7,000 people
gathered at the Pavilion to partake
in the action; proceeds from the -
exhibiton will be put to use by Idaho
Special Olympics.
The first three-and-a-half quar-
ters of the game itself were played
sloppily, with both teams shooting
only 40 percent from the field, but
the fans-and the players-sud-
-dcnly found themselves enjoying a
thriller with three minutes left in
regulation. The game was virtually
even the rest of the way, and ended
after a five-minute overtime period
with Indiana finishing on top with a
114-113 score.
The crowd witnessed several
stellar performances during the
course of the game: Blazer stars
Terry Porter, Kevin Duckworth and
Clyde "The Glide" Drexler show-
cased their considerable talent in
limited playing time. The Pacers
featured four futureNBAstandouts
in Vern Flemming, Reggie Miller,
Chuck Person and DctlcfSchrempf.
Miller, a second-year guard
from UCLA, ledall seorers with 29
points, includingacluteh three-point
goal down the stretch. Kevin Duck-
worth, a 7-foot center in his third
season and an NBA all-star last
season, led the Blazers with 22
points in the contest
Despite numerous sparkling
performances on the part of the
players, if an MVP award would
have been given it would have gone
to Bill Scott. "Blazer Bill" kept the
sparse crowd alive during the ho-
hum portions of the game and served
as its catylist when the contest be-
came more dramatic.
Donning red and black-the
Blazers' colors-Bill could be found
wherever the noise was heard; lead-
ing the chant "Go Blazers!" from
every section in the arena. At a
time-out ncar the end of the contest,
"Blazer Bill" electrified the crowd
as he ran enthusiastic circles around
the couct in leading what might be
considered the most widely-ac-
cepted "wave'; the Pavilion has ever
seen.
Bi11SC9ttis considered by some
tobe the Trailblazers' "cheerleader."
ThePortland organization hired him
five years ago after witnessing his
antics at Seattle Mariner and Seattle
Seahawk home games. He cheers
for the team at about hair of the
Blazers' road games in a season and
is present at the majority of home
contests. ,
The charity game was worth-
while for everyone. involved, in-
eluding the fans, the media and, two,
basketball teams sponsored by Idaho
Special.Olympics.who were able to
hoop it upthemselves at halftime of
the game.
I'- •. !
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Raise your grades-increase comprehension and
test scores. Free tutoring is available for math and
science courses and many other subjects. Contact
BSU tutorial office 385-1679.
HELP! I need to be home by Christmas.· Need
a ride to New Jersey or as close as possible. Will
share driving, expenses, etc. Call Andy 343-1887.
For Sale: 1979 Chevy Luv pickup.' New shocks.
Cassette & AMIFM. Long bed. Excellent condi-
tion. $1200. Call Brian 336-6893.
For Sale: 1961 Chrysler Windsor, 4·door,
dependable, good body $500. Call Phil at 345-
7812.
For Sale: Kawasaki 750 LTD (1980) Good
Condo Will accept first reasonable offer!!! Call
Bill at 336-4293 between 7-9 a.m. or eves. or leave
message.
For Sale: Brown Toyota Corolla, SO. Good
condition, sunroof, AM, FM.,cass. 68,000 miles.
$2200 (OBO). Call Chris at 467-4195 or Wendy
385-3230.
For Sale: K2 Carbon LTD·1989195s Salomon
with 157 composite, $500.· Fischer RS Super GS-
195s with Salomon 747-$300. Dynastar prosoft
with Salomon 647,185 $175. Call Eric at 345-8089,
leave message.
For Sale: 1977 Chevy Malibu Station Wagon
$400 OBO. Ca1l343-1887.
For Sale: Epson FX 86e printer $200. OBO.
Contact Scot or Daryl at 384-9210.
Female or male roommate mature, considerate,
open-minded, non-smoker to share 2-bdrm house
in North End next to Hollywood Market. $150
mnth + $100 deposit + 1/2 utilities. Great location,
furnishedll Call Mike 336-3573;
Cheap Rent!!! Large house, 5 bedroom, 2 bath,
large fenced yard. 2 large living rooms, near bus
line, needs work. 2301 II1inois. Call 389-1100.
Absentee ballots for the upcoming general
election are now ready & available in the Student
Activities Office, 2nd floor SUB. Dates for the
election of senator at-large isNov. 8th & 9th. Uyou
can't, vote on these dates, vote on the absentee:
ballot!
Help Wantedl Days, Eves, Weekends. The
Ultimate Temptation. Boise Towne Square, next
to J .C. Penney, lower level, main entrance. Come
in and fill out application between 10 AM and 9
PM.
NANNIES!!! As the fastest growing agency
in the East, we offer immediate placement in the
New York, New Jersey, Conneeticut areas. Our
agency's "plus" is that YO!J personally meet with
our parents and children before you accept a posi-
tion. Certified training classes offered. Great
-benefits-paid vacation, health insurance, and more.
Over 250 nannies placed yearly. Yearlyemploy·
ment only. NANIES PLUS 1-800-752-0078.
EXCELLENT SUMMER & CAREER
.' opportunities now available for college student &
-graduates .with resort hotels, cruiselines, airlines,
amusement parks and camps. For more informa-
tion and an application; write National Collegiate
Recreation Service, PO Box 8074, Hilton Head SC
29938. ..
ATIENTlON: EARN MONEY READtNG
BOOKS! $32,ooo/ycarincomepotential. Details.
(1) 602-838-8885 Ext Bk 5924.
Would you like to offer Discover Crt~l~ Cards?
Are you available for only a few hours/week? If so,
call 1·800-932,0528 ext.3. We'll pay you as much
as $l0/hour. Only ten positions available.
Would yo~ like to orrer Discover Credit Cards?
Are you available foronly a few hours/week? If so,
call 1.800-932-0528 ext 4. We'll pay you as much
,as $lO/hour. Only ten positions available. ,
Brain-
Bran
by
Jim
McColly
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Occult----
continued from page 1
baby fat, and many own a collection
of human skulls.
• According to Downey, hard-
core satanists arc responsible for
some of the most heinous examples
of ritual child abuse in the United
States. An ex-witch and an ex-
coven member interviewed for this
set of articles both reported they
were victims of ritualistic sodomy
and gang rape.
• The satanic ritual calendar
has one to Wee days every month
of the year when specific rituals
must be performed, according to
Downey. The rituals "range from
blood sacrifices iosexualceremo-
nics to orgies," she said. "These are
completedby using animals or in-
fants or adults."
Estimates of the number of
covens and actiyeoccultists in Boise
". !.
I
KEY BANK OF IDAHO
THE
TO YOUR
FINANCIAL
FUTURE
The University News
matic conversion to Christianity,
and slowly built up enough self
esteem to get out of witchcraft.
Hobbes speaks often to church
and youth groups about the dangers
of satanism and witchcraft, and said
there are usually only two ways out:
"You either go insane or you
commit suicide,"he said. "I
wouldn'tbesittinghere ifit weren't
for Christianity, and' you have to
know that is another way out."
Hobbes said that if people get
involved in the occult they will pay
for it with years of guilt.
"The worst thing is the guilt,"
he said. "I've suffered a lot because
of that little girl, and sometimes I
wonder why they killed her.
"Maybe by me having the
courage to stand up 'and try to stop
those crimes' will keep other little
kids from having to die like that."
"~ . ' -_,_~ ."_ ,_ ....,~_.~.-""'"':"_--.;..r-.-o: .,... -;.~ .. ;. ,','
neeted to satanist activities include
trespassing,' vandalism, animal
mutilation, kidnapping, rape or
sexual molestation, child abuse, and
murder. .
Satanist ------
continued from page 3
pet."
"Animals of all kinds would
have nothing to do with me, know- .
ing the evil around me," he said.
Hobbes said he participated in
many other satanic rituals over the
years, but counseling with a Chris-
tian teacher at Kuna High School
showed him the fallacy of his think-
ing. He said he finally had a dra-
Vince's Barber Shop
4 a cuumeny styles.
32yrs. Experience
Hrs: M-Sa. 8-5, no appt. nee.
1519 N.13th Hyde Pk., Boise
, .
Dec. 89
May, Sum.rner 90
Graduates
Register NOW!
CAREER PLANNING & PLACEMENT
123 ADMINISTRATION
8 AM • 5 PM, MON· FRI
1111 Broadway Office
Blose, 10
334·7420 Involved. Innovative. ProfessIonalMember FDIC
Cruls.Shlp .Jobs I .'
HIRING Men' Women, Summarl
Year Round. PHOTOGRAPHERS,
TOUR GUIOES•. RECREATION
PERSONNEL. Excellenl pay piUS
FREE travel. Caribbean.' Hawaii,
Bahamas. South Pacific; Mexico.
CALL· NOWI Call ra'undllble.
1.206.736-0775, Ext. 600 N.
~~~~~~~~,~~~~~~~~L:'fSSAYSa REPORTS
."> SPORTS 1033 Broadway, " 19,278tochooseflOm-allsubJectsOrder Catialog Today wllh Vlsa/MC or COO
IEXC H A liNG IEBoise 385·0440 ... 8qnq:~~J;;93a22
Or, rush $2.00 to: Essays & Reports
11322 Idaho Ave. #2p&SN. Los Angeles, CA 90025
Custom research also available-ali levels
NEW & USED'
SKI EQUIPMENT
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are anybody's guess, but one ex-
coven. member said she counted
more than 200 people from seven
covens at a sacrifice ceremony in
the Boise foothills. There is an
active undergroundsatanist church
in Meridian, according to Downey.
She said an abandoned church in,
Boise's North End is used by sa-
tanic groups. There is a pentagram
painted on the door and dead ani-
mals are routinely found on the back
and front porches of the church.
Downey said not all 'satanists
arc involved in crimes, and that it is
not illegal to be a satanist, How-
ever, crimes reported to Boise po-
lice that are believed to be' con-
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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37th Annual
USED' SKI, EQUIPME·NT
AND CLOTHING
THURS.J FRI., SAT., SUN., NOV 2, 3, 4, & 5
WESTE~N IDAHO FAIRGROUNDS
HOW IT WORKS· Everyone who wants to buy or sell any
used ski equipment Is Invited. Seilers bring their equlpment
during check·ln Umes and price their own Items. Th'e
aqulpmant Is put on display and Is available for sale during
the show, The BBSRA will deduct a commission from each
sale and pay the seller the balance of the sale price. lIems .
.. not sold must be retrieved at the end of the sale.
Commission proceeds from the sale support the Bogus
Basin Ski Team and Mitey Mite Ski Racing Programs. The
commission Is a tax deductible contribution.
ADMISSION CHARGE· $1.00 for adults & 50¢ for
children 6-12 with children under 6 free;
~10Srm
SELLERS BUVERS SELLERS
Thurs., Nov, 2 ·3pm to 9pm Fri., Nov. 3· 5pm to 10pm RETRIEVEUNSOLD EQUIP
';.~. Frl, Nov, 3· 9am to 10pm Sat., Nov. 4 - noon to 10pm SUNDAY, NOV 5
Sat., N~Y.4 - noon to 3pm Sun., Nov. 5 - noon to 3pm 3pm to 5pm
SPONSORED BY THE BOGUS BASIN SKI RACING ALLIANCE (BBSRA)
